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KANGAROO 
ISLAND

European Heritage and History 
of Kangaroo Island
Bound by often perilous water and once a true frontier, 
Kangaroo Island has a history and culture of ingenuity 
and resilience brought from its inherent isolation.  Stories 
from the past are filled with narratives that continuously 
demonstrate fortitude and determination, from our 
natural environments to early discovery and eventually 
settlement, Kangaroo Island has a rich and intriguing 
heritage.

Kangaroo Island was separated from continental 
Australia 10,000 years ago, due to the rise in sea levels 
following the last glacial period.  Recognised as Karta 
or “Island of the Dead” by mainland Aboriginal tribes, 
the existence of shell middens and stone tools reveal 
that Aboriginal people lived on Kangaroo Island as long 
as 16,000 years ago and up until around 2,000 years 
before its discovery by Europeans. The disappearance 
of Aboriginals on the Island remains a mystery today.

Exploring the island you may notice an intriguing mix 
of French and English names, due to the proximity of 
two early European explorers, Matthew Flinders and 
Nicholas Baudin.  Proclaimed ‘Kanguroo Island’ in 1802, 
by British explorer Matthew Flinders, when he first 
landed on the north coast of the Island.  Delighted 
with the abundance of kangaroos, he and his hungry 
crew, of around 94, gratefully welcomed fresh meat, 
apparently devouring more than 30 kangaroos in the 
first three days of arriving!  

Only a few months later Frenchman Nicolas Baudin 
and his crew first arrived aboard ‘Le Geographe’, 
with a subsequent visit the following year eventually 
mapping and naming many of the rugged south and 
west coastlines, with names such as Cape Du Couedic 
and Vivonne Bay. A plaque located at the aptly named 
Frenchmans Rock in Penneshaw commemorates the 
bicentenary of the circumnavigation of Kangaroo 
Island by Nicolas Baudin in 1803.

Keen to take advantage of the rich coastal waters, 
sealing and whaling vessels soon arrived, with 
stories told of a community of sealers and escaped 
convicts setting up base on the Island from 1802 until 
colonisation.  In fact sealers played an important part 
in the Island’s maritime history, with American sealers 
from the ‘Union’, building the first ship ever constructed 
in South Australia in 1803, a schooner named 
‘Independence’. A dedicated group of volunteers have 
taken on a project re-creating the ship-build, in the 
‘big green shed’ on the wharf at American River, call in 
there to find out more about this incredible story.

Kangaroo Island played a critical role in the early 
establishment of South Australia with its first free 
settled colony created in 1836. Settlers soon discovered 
that Island living provided many challenges, including 
a lack of reliable water. The colony relocated to the 
mainland of South Australia around four years later, 
however a few hardy settlers remained and established 
small holdings in secluded bays and along river flats. 
The historic site of Reeves Point and gently meandering 
History Walk provides intriguing stories of those first 
settlers,  look out for key sites such as ‘the mulberry 
tree’ and ‘old post office’. 

Early farmers grew wheat and barley, farmed sheep 
and cattle, fished and exported small amounts of wool 
to the mainland. Other early industries on the island 
included salt harvesting and shore based whaling, 
with a number of stations operating in areas such as 
D’Estrees and Hog Bay in the 1840s. 

Flagstaff Hill, at Reeves Point, hosts an artistic 
monument, celebrating the memory of the first four 
ships to arrive at Reeves Point in 1836 and provides great 
views of Reeves Point and Beatrice Islet Conservation 
Park.  However the stories of our shipping history also 
include those of danger and peril, the often treacherous 
waters surrounding the island have claimed numerous 
ships over time. Casualties include the cutter William 
(1847), Loch Sloy (1899) and the Loch Vennahcar in 1905. 
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The first lighthouse to be erected in South Australia 
was built at Cape Willoughby in 1852, followed six years 
later by the Cape Borda Lightstation, iconically square, 
sitting atop some 30 metre cliffs.  These lighthouses, 
now motorised, continue to be operational to this 
day along with Cape du Couedic Lighthouse, built in 
1906 and Cape St Albans Lighthouse in 1908. Tours 
are offered at two of these lighthouses and provide 
intriguing insights into the history and resilience of 
the people who kept these burning over many years 
securing passage for countless vessels.

The island population grew extremely slowly until the 
mid 1900’s when following World War II the Australian 
government established a Soldier Settlement Scheme.  
The scheme was seen as an opportunity to assist 
returning veterans, providing them with around 1,200 
acres of land.  Conditions were tough and as farmers 
battled to clear land, they also derived a livelihood 
from the bush by felling timber, selling possum, wallaby 
and kangaroo skins, collecting yacca gum, distilling 
eucalyptus oil and harvesting salt.

Often still recovering from battle, new settlers arrived 
at this unfamiliar island with their families,  living in an 
extremely basic camp base at Parndana, sometimes 
for years, while they worked hard and long hours 
clearing virgin scrub.  It could take up to two years for 
the soldiers to be allocated their own block of around 
400-600 hectares, in the meantime, they continued 
to work on bulldozers or axes to clear others land.  
Those involved were also expected to share the costs 
of setting up the scheme, including the transport of 
equipment to the island.  The result was a debt for 
each landholder of around £30,000 and a lease over 
the land, not even outright ownership.

From around 1948 to 1954 the population of the 
island almost doubled to almost 3000 and the town 
of Parndana was established as a hub for this new 
farming community. By 1962 all the blocks had been 
cleared and 174 farms allocated. Today, the Soldier 
Settler Museum in Parndana is dedicated to telling 
the stories of these early settler families and their 
incredible fortitude and reliance in establishing what 
is now a flourishing agricultural community. To this day 
the results of this scheme are evident on the island, 
through the communities and family friendships that 
still exist.  Around 20 farms are still run by the same 
families today.

Along with the collegial approach to farming often 
displayed on the island, there has always been an 
ingrained sense of caring for the country.  In more 
recent history this has been demonstrated through 
the Islands strong commitment to the Landcare 
movement, beginning in 1989, eventuating in one of 
the greatest rates of adoption in Australia.  The 13 
groups that were established provided an opportunity 
for farmers to work collectively and be proactive in 

the rejuvenation of catchments, volunteering time 
alongside local technical and scientific officers.  The 
results of this work are still evident in the well cared for 
creeklines and remnant vegetation you will see present 
in the agricultural landscapes of the island.

Early conservation of large tracts of land has certainly 
helped maintain the Islands natural environments 
and diverse wildlife populations. In 1919 Flinders 
Chase was dedicated as a flora and fauna reserve 
for the protection, preservation and propagation of 
Australasian fauna and flora.  In 1972 this large tract 
of remnant scrubland was the second National Park 
declared in South Australia. 

During the 1940s more than 20 species were introduced 
to the reserve, mostly due to being considered 
endangered on the mainland, including the iconic 
Koala and Platypus, which are still evident today. Flora 
and Fauna Board scientists and managers worked 
and managed the reserve with rangers residing at 
the Rocky River Homestead and Mays Cottage, which 
were sadly devastated in the summer 2019-2020 
bushfires. Early ranger staff, including the third ranger 
appointed George Lonzar, his wife Joyce along with 
Flora and Fauna Board members worked hard to help 
the park prosper in its early days. Over many years, 
with little government funding, boundary fences were 
erected, firebreaks put in and roads and camping 
facilities added to help attract visitors. George and 
Joyce also operated a post office and meteorological 
station, a telephone service and provided food and 
refreshments, with visitation growing to around 2000 
people per year in the mid 80’s. 

Today Kangaroo Island is home to around 4500 people 
and some 140000 visitors annually.  Supporting a 
range of industries, from service providers, retail, art 
and culture, artisan production but predominantly 
dependent on agriculture and tourism. 

Discover more…
Kangaroo Island’s rich history can be further explored 
at many sites across the Island, with a multitude of 
stories waiting to be discovered.

Parndana Soldier Settler Museum • Hope Cottage 
National Trust Museum • Cape Willoughby Lightstation 
• Rebuild Independence Project • Cape Borda 
Lightstation • Reeves Point Historical Precinct • Cape 
De Couedic • Penneshaw Maritime and Folk Museum • 
Old Wisanger School • Emu Ridge Eucalyptus Distillery 
• Frenchman’s Rock • Weirs Cover • Harveys Return • 
Cannery Walking Trail • Ballast Head • 

Visit Kangaroo Island Tourism Alliance at 
www.tourkangarooisland.com.au for further information.


